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1. Introduction. Let G be a locally compact topological group and Z(G) its

center. We shall be concerned with the class [Z] of all locally compact groups G

such that G¡Z(G) is compact. It turns out that the various structural results on

groups in [Z] generalize and unify in a natural manner those of compact groups

on the one hand, and of locally compact abelian groups on the other. The present

paper gives complete proofs of the results announced in Bull. Amer. Math. Soc.

72 (1966), 831-836 under the same title.

§2 contains various elementary conditions for groups G to be in [Z] and [SIN]

and is preparatory in character.

Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 of §3 are extension theorems for certain continuous

homomorphisms <f>: N-+ V, where N is a closed normal subgroup of G, G e [Z],

and Kis a vector group. An essential fact which we utilize is contained in Lemma 1,

due to P. Cartier ([1, p. 22-01] or [5, p. 36]). Various conditions are imposed upon

AT (or Z(G)) and upon 4>; the extension </c G->■ V of <j> will be either a crossed

homomorphism with respect to a given representation p of G on F or a homo-

morphism (if no representation is involved). We show by an example that, in

contrast to abelian group theory, torus-valued homomorphisms do not extend.

An application of one of these extension theorems gives a direct estimate of the

rank of the fundamental group of an analytic group in [Z]. By sharpening the

estimate given by P. Smith in [18, pp. 210-229], we answer a question raised there.

In order to facilitate the exposition we introduce the following terminology.

We denote by 91 (or 91(G)) the group of topological group automorphisms of the

locally compact group G. (As is well known, in the compact-open topology,

91 is not—in general—a topological group; a finer topology must be employed.)

The group » of inner automorphisms of G is a normal (but not necessarily closed)

subgroup of 91. If 95 is any subgroup of 91 we say that G has small 93—invariant

neighborhoods of the identity if every neighborhood of the identity in G contains

a 93-invariant neighborhood of the identity. In particular, if 95 = », we simply

say that G has small invariant neighborhoods of the identity. The class of all

such groups will be denoted by [SLV]. Groups of this sort were first studied by

G. Mostow in [13] and by K. Iwasawa in [7](3).
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In §4, which contains the basic structure theorems, we first study the relationship

between [Z]-groups and [5/A]-groups. To effect this, we prove an Ascoli Theorem

for subgroups 58 of the automorphism group 9i(G), for a general locally compact

group G. (We note in this connection that here the general Ascoli Theorem is

not applicable.) This theorem states that 33 is compact if and only if G has small

93-invariant neighborhoods of the identity and the 93-orbits of points of G have

compact closure. The conclusion points up the relevance of the generalization

introduced above of the notion of small invariant neighborhoods of the identity.

Closely related with [Z] is the class [FIA]' of locally compact groups G with the

property that 3 is compact; it was introduced by R. Godement(4). Theorem 4.2

characterizes these groups and places them between [Z] and [S/A7]. These facts

together with Theorem 4.3 yield the result that for connected (locally compact)

groups these notions coincide.

Next we prove the structure theorem (Theorem 4.4) for groups in [Z]. If G e [Z]

then G=WxH (direct product), where W is a vector group and H contains K,

a compact, open, normal subgroup. This theorem generalizes substantially the

classical structure theorem for locally compact abelian groups [19, p. 110]. In

[7, pp. 345-348] K. Iwasawa studied locally compact groups G whose commutator

subgroup has compact closure. We denote this class by [FD] ". An application of

the structure theorem yields the fact that groups in [Z] satisfy this condition.

(This generalizes a well-known theorem of discrete group theory [14].) Moreover,

any group in [Z] is a projective limit of Lie groups (Theorem 4.5).

Utilizing the results quoted as well as [7] and a counterexample due to G. D.

Mostow [13] we conclude the section with an investigation of the relationships

between the four classes of groups which have arisen. The results of §4 together

with [7] and [13] may be regarded as the clarification called for by A. Weil of the

complex of questions raised on p. 129 of [19].

It is perhaps in order here to make a remark on the history of these questions.

In principle, they concerned (a) a structure theorem for connected [5/A]-groups

or connected maximally almost periodic groups, respectively, (b) a generalization

of the structure theorem for locally compact abelian groups, and (c) the problem of

approximation by Lie groups. Weil listed the fact that a statement of the theorem

quoted in (a), for second countable groups, had been given by L. Pontrjagin,

whereas a proof (in this case) had been given by H. Freudenthal. As regards (b),

the author listed van Kampen's assertion that the theorem in question generalized

to [S7iV]-groups. He added, however, referring to both (a) and (b) that "il serait

désirable que la question fût reprise et définitivement élucidée; même avec les

indications données par ces auteurs, il n'est pas certain que toute difficulté en

soit déjà éliminée."

With the appearance of the papers by G. D. Mostow and K. Iwasawa quoted

(4) This author stated a number of results on [FIA]"-groups [3], which were later with-

drawn [4].
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above (which, among other things, corrected an erroneous assertion made by

Weil) as well as of a paper by Kuranishi and an Amer. Math. Soc. Memoir on

splitting in topological groups by K. H. Hofmann and P. S. Mostert [6], some of

the questions raised above were clarified. To our knowledge, Hofmann and Mostert

were the first to study the subject systematically. In the pertinent chapter of [6]

they also list an attempt made by J. Braconnier to solve problem (b). In criticism

of their approach, however, it must be said that because of an example given by

Braconnier (J. Math. Pures Appl. 27 (1948), 1-85), there seems to be a serious

problem regarding the advisability of their use of the compact-open topology.

We now continue the outline of the present paper.

§5 gives the finer structural properties of groups in [Z]. The proofs depend

mainly on the results of §4 in combination with other known facts. As we noted

earlier, they generalize and unify known facts about abelian groups and compact

groups. Theorem 5.1 says that the set of points that lie on one-parameter sub-

groups of a connected group in [Z] is dense in the group. Then we prove that

normal vector subgroups of groups in [Z] are direct factors. Theorem 5.3 concerns

a problem in group extensions.

We then define periodic elements of G to be elements which generate compact

subgroups of G. If G e [Z] then the set of these elements, P, forms a characteristic

subgroup, and G/P= Wx D (direct product), where W is a vector group and D

is a discrete, torsion free abelian group (Theorem 5.4). The real-valued continuous

homomorphisms separate the points of G if and only if G = W x D. If P is compact,

it is the maximum compact subgroup of G. Conversely, if G possesses a maximum

compact subgroup, that subgroup must be P. Theorem 5.5 gives a necessary and

sufficient condition on G for this to be the case. It follows that every compactly

generated group G in [Z] possesses a maximum compact subgroup and that

every such G possesses a central lattice (Corollaries 1, 2). Next, we give an example

to show that, in contrast to abelian group theory, the extension (1) ->-P-> G->

G/P —>(\) obtained in Corollary 1 does not split.

In discrete group theory, the concept of division closure of subgroups generalizes

that of torsion subgroup. Likewise, the concept of periodic subgroup can be

generalized. Thus we give the definition of the division closure (in the topological

sense) of a subgroup of a locally compact group. This, in turn, generalizes the notion

of division closure for discrete groups. For groups in [Z], this closure operation,

performed on subgroups, yields closed, normal, division-closed subgroups and the

expected relationship between the division closure and the periodic subgroup holds

(Theorem 5.6). We conclude with some results of a lattice theoretic nature.

Finally, a word about terminology. It seems unlikely that the bulk of the results

stated above (in particular, the structure theorem) extend to [FIA]~, i.e., to the class

of groups called "groupes centraux" by R. Godement. Moreover, as will be shown

in a subsequent publication, the same distinction prevails with respect to represen-

tation theory. For these reasons we feel justified in our use of the term "central."
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Much of our notation is in conformity with B. H. Neumann who introduced

notation for a number of "finiteness conditions" in discrete group theory [15].

In conclusion, we express warmest thanks to Professor G. P. Hochschild for

his careful criticism of the results and his generous help in the preparation of this

paper.

2. Preparatory theorems.

Theorem 2.1. (1) Let G e [Z] and let H be a closed subgroup of G. Then H e [Z]

if (a) H is open in G, or (b) H is o-compact and HZ is closed, or (c) Z is open in G(5).

(2) Let G e[Z] and H be a continuous homomorphic image of G. If H is locally

compact then H e[Z].

(3) If G e[Z] and G is a direct product of a family of groups {Ga} then each

Ga e [Z]. Conversely, if each Gae[Z] and G is locally compact, then G e[Z].

(4) Let G and H be locally compact connected groups and f: G -> H be a con-

tinuous open epimorphism with discrete kernel. If H e[Z] then G e[Z].

Proof. (1) In case (a) the correctness of the assertion follows from the Second

Isomorphism Theorem; in (b) from the same theorem and the Open Mapping

Theorem [17, p. 132]. In (c) one sees easily that Z(H) is of finite index in H.

(2) Let/: G->// be a continuous epimorphism. Evidently, f(Z(G))^Z(H),

so that/induces a continuous epimorphism G/Z(G) -*■ H\Z(H). Hence He [Z].

(3) If G = ]~laGa then Z(G) = TJaZ(Ga). Hence, as a topological group,

GIZ(G)^Ua{GaIZ(Ga)}. Thus G e[Z] whenever each Gae[Z]. The converse

follows from (2).

(4) Denote the kernel off by D. Clearly, f(Z(G))çZ(H). In order to show the

reverse inclusion assume xeG and f(x) eZ(H). Consider the continuous map

y -> xyx ~1y'1 of G into D. Since G is connected and D is discrete, this map is

constant; its value is clearly 1. Hence Z(H)=f(Z(G)). Because G is connected and

D is discrete and normal, we have D^Z(G). Thus

G\Z(G) = (G\D)\(Z(G)\D) = H\Z(H).

Theorem 2.2. Let G and G* be locally compact connected groups which are

locally isomorphic. If G e [SIN] then G* e [SIN].

Proof. Let /: U-> U* be the local isomorphism. In order to prove the theorem

it suffices to show that every neighborhood t7f of 1 in G* which is contained in U*

contains an invariant neighborhood of 1. Let Ux=f~l(Uf) and let U2 be an

invariant neighborhood of 1 contained in Ux. Then, since/is a local isomorphism,

one sees that/(£/2) is a neighborhood of 1 in G* which is contained in £/* and is

normalized by Uf. Since G* is connected, the result follows.

(5) A further condition that ensures that H e [Z] is that H be connected. This will be

established in §4 (Corollary 1, Theorem 4.3).
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3. Extension theorems and applications. Let G be a locally compact group, p a

continuous finite-dimensional, real representation of G on V, and N a closed

normal subgroup of G. We denote by VN the N-fixed part of V.

Definition. (1) A continuous function </>: G-> V is called a crossed homo-

morphism if <l>(gig2) = p(gi)(<l>(g2)) + <l>(gi), for all gu g2 in G. (2) A continuous

function <¿: N ^- V is called G-invariant if p(g)(<j>(x)) = <i>(gxg~1), for all x in N,

gin G.

Lemma 1. Let G, N, p, V be as above. If G/N is compact and <f> is a G-invariant

homomorphism on N taking values in VN then <j> extends to a crossed homomorphism

0: G-> V.

For a proof, see [1, p. 22-01] or [5, p. 37, Proposition 2.2].

Lemma 2. Let G be a locally compact abelian group and H a closed subgroup ofG.

If<f>: //-> V is a continuous homomorphism, where V is as above, then <f> extends to

a continuous homomorphism >p: G —► V.

This fact was first proven by J. Dixmier in Bull. Sei. Math. 81 (1957); see also [12].

Theorem 3.1. Let G, N, p, V be as above and suppose G e[Z]. If<f> is a G-invariant

homomorphism on N mapping into VN and either N or Z is open in G then <f> extends

to a crossed homomorphism <p on G.

Proof. Let <£i=<Mjvnz- Clearly, </>1 is a G-invariant homomorphism. Since

N n Zis central, çA^N C\Z)ç Va. Now Va is a subspace of V. Hence, by Lemma 2,

<t>x extends to a continuous homomorphism <f>2:Z-+ Va.

On the direct product NxZ we define a continuous homomorphism <j>3:

N x Z -^- V by <f>3(x, f ) = cf>(x) + <f>2(z). Since Z is central there is a canonical epi-

morphism of NxZ onto NZ. Its kernel consists of the elements (y, y~l) with

yeNnZ. Obviously, these elements lie in the kernel of <j>3. Hence <f>3 induces a

homomorphism cA4 : NZ ->- V satisfying

Mxz) = ï(x) + <l>2(z).

Now NZ is a normal subgroup of G containing N and Z. Moreover, c¿4 extends

<f> and <f>2. Hence, if either N or Z is open in G, cA4 is continuous, because a homo-

morphism extending a continuous homomorphism on an open subgroup is itself

continuous. It is easy to see that c¿4 takes values in VNZ and that <£4 is G-invariant.

Clearly, AZ is an open and hence closed subgroup of G. Since Ge[Z], G/NZ

is compact. By Lemma 1, cA4 extends to a crossed homomorphism </> on G. Evidently,

4> extends </>.

Theorem 3.2. (1) Let G, N, p, V be as above and suppose G e [Z]. If N is central

and (/>: N -> V is a G-invariant homomorphism then <f> extends to a crossed homo-

morphism tfi on G.
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(2) Let G, N, V be as above and suppose G e[Z]. If N is abelian and fa. N-> V

is a continuous homomorphism satisfying fagxg~1) = fax), for all x in N, g in G,

then <p extends to a continuous homomorphism t/t on G.

Proof. (1) Since N is central and <f> is G-invariant, we have faN)^Va. By

Lemma 2, <f> extends to a continuous homomorphism <¡>X:Z^- KcsK Then fa_

is actually a G-invariant homomorphism. The result then follows from Lemma 1.

(2) Since Z is central and N is normal, abelian, the closure (NZ) ~ of NZ in G is

a locally compact abelian group, normal in G. By Lemma 2, <f> extends to a con-

tinuous homomorphism fa: (NZ)~ -» V. We show that fa.(gtg~1)=fa.(t), for all

t in (NZ) - and g in G. Clearly, it is sufficient to show this for t in NZ. Thus let

t = xz. Then, since <¡>x is a homomorphism, and Z is central, we have

tAgxzg-1) = fa((gxg-1)z) = fa(gxg~1) + fa(z).

Since Ais normal and 4>x extends fa this equals fagxg'^ + faiz), which, by assump-

tion, is fax) + <px(z). On the other hand, fa_(xz) = fax) + fa.(z).

Note that fa is a G-invariant crossed homomorphism if we regard F as a repre-

sentation space for G under the trivial representation. Since G¡(NZ) ~ is compact,

Lemma 1 applies. This completes the proof.

Corollary 1. If N is central and<j>: N'-> V is a continuous homomorphism then

<f> extends to a continuous homomorphism </> on G.

Remark. In contrast to the abelian case, in general it is not possible to prove

extension theorems analogous to Corollary 1 if the range of ci is not a vector group.

To see this, consider the compact, simple group S03(R). Its universal covering

group, SU2(C), has center Z2, the integers modulo 2. Let <f> be the (natural) mono-

morphism of Z2 into T, the circle group. If <f> extends to </<: SU2(C)-> Tthen,

by simple connectivity of SU2(C), <\> lifts to a continuous homomorphism x:

SU2(C)^ R such that exp °x = "A- Since SU2(C) is compact and R has no non-

trivial compact subgroups, x, and hence also fa is trivial. This is a contradiction.

Corollary 2.IfV is a central vector subgroup of G, then V is a direct factor.

Proof. Apply Corollary 1 to the identity map V-+V. The resulting extension

</> : G -> V exhibits F as a direct factor of G, because V is central.

The remainder of this section deals with applications of the extension theorems

to analytic groups.

Let G be an analytic group, G its universal covering group, and D the kernel

of the covering epimorphism. D coincides with the fundamental group Oí (G).

As is well known, since G is an analytic group, T~[x (G) is a finitely generated abelian

group [5, p. 180, Theorem 3.1]. We denote its rank by m.

Lemma 3. Suppose Ge[Z]. If m¡tl, then, as a manifold, G=LxRm, where L

is a closed simply connected normal subgroup of G containing G', the commutator

subgroup of G.
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Proof. Theorem 2.1 guarantees that G e [Z], since G e [Z]. By sending the finite

part of D to (0) and identifying the torsion free part of D with its natural image in

Rm we obtain a continuous homomorphism </<: D->Rm, which, by Corollary 1,

Theorem 3.2, extends to a continuous homomorphism \f>: G->Äm. Since i/<(G)

contains the lattice points, </<(G) = Rm.

Denote Ker <p by L. Then G\L is isomorphic, as an analytic group, to Rm. Now L

is a closed normal subgroup of G containing G'. Since GjL is simply connected,

L must be connected. Hence, by a well-known theorem due to Mal'cev [10], G is

isomorphic, as an analytic manifold, with Lx(G¡L)=LxRm.

Theorem 3.3. If G is an analytic group in [Z] then

rank fL (G) ^ dim G-dim G'.

Proof. As above, denote rank Y\1 (G) by m. If w=0 the inequality holds. If

m¡51 it follows from Lemma 3 that «7¿dim G —dim G'. Clearly, dim G = dim G

and dim G' = dim G'.

Remark. In the case where G is compact one knows that «z = dim G—dim G'.

Corollary 2. (1) Let G be any analytic group. Then rank YJi (G) = dim G if and

only if G is a torus.

(2) Let G be an analytic group in [Z]. If dim G — rank FJi (<j) = 2 ?«e« G is

so/wzWe.

Proof. (1) Let Q be a maximal compact subgroup of G. Then rank Jfli (G)

= rank]li (Ô)- Hence, by Theorem 3.3, rank n_i (G)^dim ß-dim g'. Thus if

rank fli (G) = dim G, then G=Q, so that G is compact. Hence it follows from the

above inequality that dim G'=0, i.e., that G' is discrete. Since it is connected, it

must be trivial. Hence G is a compact, abelian analytic group, i.e., a torus. The

converse is clear.

(2) If dimG-rankrii(G)^2 then dimG' = 2. Thus G', and hence G, is

solvable.

4. Basic structure theorems. In §§4 and 5 the following notational conventions

will be used: Gx denotes the identity component of G, G' the commutator sub-

group, J" the «-dimensional torus, V and W vector groups, K a compact group;

^ denotes an isomorphism of topological groups and " denotes topological

closure.

In what follows G will be locally compact. Denote by 9Í (or 9i(G)) the group

of all topological group automorphisms of G, by M(C, U), where C is a compact

subset of G and U a neighborhood of 1, the set of all a in 9Í such that

a(c)c~x e U   and   a_1(c)c_1 e U,

for every c in C. As is known the family of all such M(C, i/)'s constitutes a

fundamental system of neighborhoods of 1 of the group 9Í thus making 91 a (not
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necessarily locally compact) topological group. We shall also have occasion to

consider 91 as a topological space in the compact-open topology; in this case we

denote it by 91*. It is easy to see that the inclusion map 9Í -> 91* is continuous.

As is known, if G is compact, then 9l = 9t*. Since the evaluation map 91* x G -»■ G

is well known to be continuous, this implies that the evaluation 91 x G -> G is also

continuous.

Proposition 4.1. The natural map i: G —>■ 3 is a continuous homomorphism.

Proof. It suffices to check continuity at 1. If ix e M(C, U), then, for all c in C,

xcx'^-c1 e U   and   x~1cxc~1 e U.

Choose a symmetric neighborhood U' of 1 such that U'U'çU. For every c in C,

choose a symmetric neighborhood Uc of 1 such that cUçC~1^.U'. Since C is

compact, there exists a finite set cx,..., cn of elements of C such that {c¡i7Ci}

covers C. Let x belong to the neighborhood U' n (P|f-i UCi) of 1 in G, and let

ce C (i.e., c=c¡Hj, where ut e UCi). Then

xex-le~l = xCiiUiX^uf^cr1 e U'ciUfcf1 £ U'U' £ U.

Similarly, x~1cxc~1 e U, and the proposition is proven.

For any family 3f of continuous maps of G into G, we denote by t5(x), where

x e G, the orbit of x under g. The space of all continuous maps of G into G, in

the compact-open topology, will be denoted by ÜDc, the subspace consisting of

endomorphisms by ©.

In the proof of the next theorem the following lemma will be needed.

Lemma 1. Assume that G has small ^-invariant neighborhoods of the identity,

where g is a subset of<&. Let {/v} be a net in g converging to f and {gv} a net in 9JÏ

converging to g, the convergence being taken with respect to the compact-open

topology. Then {/„ ° gv} converges to f° g.

Proof. Let U be any neighborhood of 1 in G, and C be any compact subset of G.

Choose an g-invariant symmetric neighborhood U' of 1 satisfying the condition

£/'t/'£ U. For c in C, we have

(/v°áfv)(c)   ((/ogXc))-1   = (fvogv)(c)  ((/.ogXc))-1   (/v°g)(c)   ((/°£)(C))-1.

Since G is locally compact, g e 9JI; therefore, g(C) is compact. Hence there exists

an index vx(C, U) after which (f°g)(c) ((fog)(c))~1eU'. Now (fv°gv)(c)

(ifv°g)(c))~1=f(gv(c)(g(c)y1), so that there exists v2(C, U), after which this

expression belongs to f(U'). However, since U' is ¡5-invariant, this is contained

in [/'. The result follows.

We are now in a position to state and prove Theorem 4.1, which will be utilized

in the proofs of some of our main theorems.
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Theorem 4.1 (The Ascoli Theorem for automorphism groups). Let G be a

locally compact group. A subgroup 93 of 91(G) has compact closure if and only if the

following holds:
(1) (95(x))~ is compact, for every x in G.

(2) G has small ^-invariant neighborhoods of the identity.

Proof. Assume that 95 is compact. Then, in view of Proposition 4.1, 95, the

closure of 95 in 971, is compact. The Ascoli Theorem [9, p. 233] therefore implies

that (1) and (2) hold.

The converse follows from the following lemma.

Lemma 2. Let 95 be a subgroup o/9í. Assume that

(1) 95(x) is compact, for every x in G.

(2) G has small %-invariant neighborhoods of the identity.

Then 95, the closure of% in Tt, is a subgroup o/9t and coincides with 93. Moreover,

the two topologies agree on this set.

Proof. Let {ßv} be a net in 95 converging to an element / of 9)1, uniformly on

compact subsets of G. By comparison with the point-open topology one sees

easily that/e®. Moreover, by comparison with the same topology, one sees that

(1) and (2) hold if 95 is replaced by 95. Since 93 £@, (2), applied to 95, is equivalent

to equicontinuity of 93 at every point of G. Hence, by the Ascoli Theorem [9, p.

233], 95 is compact. Since ÍA"1} is a net in 95, this implies that there is a convergent

subnet (which we denote by {ßü1}) converging to an element g of 95. Then, since

ß„ converges to/ Lemma 1 shows that/og and g °/equal the identity map of

G into G. Thus 95s9i.

The above proof also shows that 95 = 95~1. Now let y, 8 e 95. There are nets

{/?„} and {/?„} in 95 converging to y and S, respectively, uniformly on compact sets.

Choose a fixed index v. We show that the net {/3V o ßß} converges (in p) to ßv ° S.

Let C be a compact set and U be a neighborhood of 1 in G ; let U' be a 95-invariant

neighborhood of 1 contained in U. If c e C then we have

OS» • J8,)(c) ((ft • SXc))-1 = ßJßticMc))-1).

There is a p(C, U) after which ft(c)(S(c))~x e £/', for all c in C. Thus the above

expression is in U. On the other hand, {ßv ° 8} converges (in v) to y » 8. For if

C and U are as above, since y(C) is compact, there is a v(C, U) after which

(ßv°S)(c)((y°8)(c))-xeU,

for all c in C. Hence, since the iterated limit limv lim,, ßv ° ßu exists, there is a

net {ft o ßMv)} converging to y o S [9, p. 69]. Since 95 is a group, y ° 8 e 93.

Obviously, 33 S 93. Let {yv} be a net in 95 converging to y, uniformly on compact

sets. We claim that then {yv-1} converges to y"1. For let C be a compact set and

U be a neighborhood of 1 in G. Since y~x(C) is compact, and since U contains a

35-invariant neighborhood U' of 1 we have

YÁy-\c)) (y(y-\c)))-xeU',
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for every c in C and all v after a fixed index v(C, U). Hence

y'\c) (y;\c))~xeU',

so that

y;Kc) (y-'W e u,

for all c in C and v after v(C, U).

This proves the assertion. In particular, this shows that 93 s 93, so that 95 = 93.

Finally, the above shows that the two topologies coincide on this set. This com-

pletes the proof.

Part (1) of the next theorem is a direct consequence of the preceding results in

combination with the Open Mapping Theorem [17]; part (2) follows from Theorem

4.1.

Theorem 4.2(6). (1) If G e [Z] then

(a) Ge[SIN];

(b) »(x) is compact, for every x in G(7).

Conversely, assume that (a) and (b) hold. If » is closed in 91 and if G—or even

G\Z—is a-compact then G e[Z].

(2) If G is a locally compact group then » is compact if and only if

(a) Ge[SIN];

(b) (8(x)) " is compact, for every x in G(B).

Now we turn to the structure theorems.

Theorem 4.3. If G is a locally compact, connected group then the following

conditions are equivalent :

(1) Ge[Z].

(2) Ge[SIN].

(3) G=VxK (directproduct).

Proof. By Theorem 4.2, (1) implies (2). Now suppose G e [SIN]. If, in addition,

G is an analytic group, (3) follows readily from a theorem of Mostow [13]. However,

the following argument yields a direct proof:

Since G £ [SIN] it follows from the commutativity relation ix ° exp = exp ° ix

(where ix is the differential of the inner automorphism ix) that G', the Lie algebra of

G, regarded as an abelian topological group, has small «(G)-invariant neighborhoods

of 1, where a denotes the adjoint representation of G on G'. Moreover, since the

elements of ce(G) are linear maps, the orbits of points of G- (with respect to a(G))

(6) Part (2) of this theorem provides the justification of an assertion made in [4, p. 588]

where R. Godement states that the class of discrete [FIA] -groups coincides with the class of

discrete FC-groups. As Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 show, this is true, although not completely

obvious.

C) Hence G is a topological FC-group.

(e) Hence G is a topological (FC) -group.
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have compact closure in G'. Hence, by Theorem 4.1, a(G) has compact closure,

93 say, in 9Í(G"), the general linear group. Denote the normalized Haar integral

on 93 by J g dß. If (£, t¡) denotes an inner product on G', then

<*,,>-  f (ß(0,ß(v))dß

defines an inner product on G', which is G-invariant. Hence [5, Theorem 1.1,

p. 142] G" is the Lie algebra of a compact analytic group, so that [5, Theorem 1.3,

p. 144] G=[G-, G-]@Z(G-), where Z(G) denotes the center of G' and [G\ G~]

is the Lie algebra of a compact, semisimple analytic group. It follows that

G = G'Z(G)X, where G' is the commutator subgroup of G. Since G' is locally iso-

morphic to a compact analytic group, their common universal covering group is

compact, by Weyl's Theorem. Thus G' is itself compact. On the other hand,

Z(G)x = TnxV. Thus G=VK, where K=G'Tn is a compact group. Since

Kn V=(l) and Fis central, (3) follows(9).

Now let G be any locally compact, connected group satisfying (2). For each

neighborhood U of 1 in G, choose a compact normal subgroup Hv of G, //yS U,

such that G/Hu is an analytic group [11, p. 175]. It is easily seen that GjHv obeys

(2) and hence, by the above, is the direct product of a vector group and a compact

group. Hence G¡HV is representable in a compact group Cv, by a continuous

monomorphism/y. Let C=\~\v Cu and define/: G -» C by

f(x)u = (fv ° "v)(x),

where ttv: G-+G¡H0 is the canonical epimorphism. Then / is a continuous

homomorphism and, evidently, Ker f=f)v Hv. Thus Ker/=(1), since //^St/,

so that G is representable in a compact group. By a theorem of Freudenthal-

Weil [5, Theorem 2.1, p. 145] this proves (3). (3) implies (1), by Theorem 2.1.

Remark. The above result on the structure of connected groups in [Z] is also

an immediate consequence of facts on representations of groups in [Z] in combina-

tion with the theorem of Freudenthal-Weil. In the case of connected, second

countable G a proof was given by Freudenthal.

Corollary 1. If Ge[Z] and H is a closed, connected subgroup of G then

He[Z].

Proof. G has small invariant neighborhoods of 1, by Theorem 4.2. Hence H

has the same property. Since H is connected, the result follows.

Corollary 2. Let G and G* be locally compact connected groups which are

locally isomorphic. If G e[Z] then G* e [Z].

This follows directly from Theorems 4.3 and 2.2.

(9) We thank C. Moore for a helpful suggestion in this proof.
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Corollary 3. If G is an analytic group in [Z] (in particular, if G is a compact

analytic group) then any covering group of G is the direct product of a vector group

and a compact group(10).

Proof. This follows for instance immediately from Theorem 4.3, and Theorem

2.1.

Theorem 4.4 (Structure Theorem). Let Ge[Z]. Then G=WxH (direct

product), where W is a vector group and H contains a compact, open, normal

subgroup K.

The proof of Theorem 4.4 will be given in several stagesi11).

Lemma 1. Let A be a locally compact, connected abelian group and {} a finite

group of topological group automorphisms of A. Then A=VxL, where V is {^-stable

and L is compact^2).

Proof. As is well known, A=WxL, where Wis a. vector group andLis compact.

Let « denote the order of g- For o in % and w in W, write o(w) = w„(w) + Xc(w),

where oj„(w) e W, Xa(w) e L. Evidently, for a, t in g, u>a o oj, = wat. Define the

map a : A -> A by

a(w + l) = 2 CT("V- 1(W«)) + '-

One sees easily that, for t in {}, the formula r(a(w)) = a(œt(w)) holds. Thus a(W)

is g-stable. By the above,

a(w + l) = W+ p>  X0(w0- i(w/«)) + /j.

Evidently, the map ß: A^- A, defined by

ß(w + l) = w+ [2 Xa(wa- i(-u7«)) + /l

is the inverse of a, so that a is bijective. One checks directly from the definition of

a that a is a continuous homomorphism. Since ß = a~x is also continuous, a is a

topological group automorphism. Thus a(W) is a vector group, V say. Since

A= WxL and L is fixed under a, A= V+L. Since L is compact and Fis a vector

group, this implies A= VxL.

Lemma 2. (1) Let G be any topological group. Then Z(G1)1 is normal in G.

(2) If G is a group in [Z] and G¡G1 is compact then GIZ(Gi)1 is compact.

(10) The same fact was proven in [1, p. 22-05].

Ç11) In the course of proving Theorem 4.4 (particularly, in Lemma 4) we received substantial

help from Professor G. P. Hochschild, for which we express our gratitude.

(12) We are aware of the fact that a generalized form of Lemma 1 (5 compact) is to be

found in the literature. However, for reasons which we will make clear in a subsequent publi-

cation, neither one of the two proofs that have been published can be considered as cogent.
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Proof. (1) is trivial. To prove (2), it obviously suffices to show that GX¡Z(G1)1

is compact. By Corollary 1, Theorem 4.3, Gx e [Z]. Hence Gx = Wx K, by Theorem

4.3. Thus Z(Gx)x = (WxZ(K))x=WxZ(K)x, so that GX¡Z(GX)X^K¡Z(K)X. The

result follows.

Lemma 3. Let G e[Z] and suppose G is a semidirect product Vx „ H, where V is a

normal vector subgroup of G. (For notation and terminology concerning semidirect

products see [5, pp. 39, 42].) Then V is a direct factor of G.

Proof. Note that -q takes values in the group of linear automorphisms of V.

A straightforward computation shows that Z(Vx „ //) is the set of all pairs (v, h)

where v e V", the //-fixed part of V, and n e Z(H) n Ker -q. Define a map

/: (Vx „ H)\Z(Vx „ //) -> V/V» by f{(v, h)Z(Vx „ //)} = v+ V».

lf(vx,hx)eZ(VxnH)ihen

f((v,h)(vx,hx)) =f(v + h-vx,hhx) = (v + h-vx) + V» = v+VH,

which shows that/is well defined. Clearly,/is a continuous map. Thus V/V" is

compact. Since V" is a subspace of V, it follows that V= V", so that G=VxH.

Lemma 4. Let G e[Z] and suppose that G/Gx is compact. Then G=VxK.

Proof. Assume first that G is a Lie group. Since Z(GX)X is central in Gx, it is

fixed under inner automorphisms of Gx. By Lemma 2, (1), Z(GX)X is normal in G.

Hence the finite group G/Gx acts on Z(GX)X, and Lemma 1 applies. Thus

Z(GX)X = Vx Tn, where V is stable under GjGx and hence under G.

Now (GIV)I(Z(GX)XIV)^GIZ(GX)X. By Lemma 2, (2), G¡Z(GX)X is compact.

Since Z(Gx)x¡V^Tn, G\V is compact. Hence it follows from [1, p. 22-04] or

[5, p. 39] that V is a semidirect factor of G. Thus, by Lemma 3, V is a direct factor

of G, so that G= Vx K, and K^GjV is compact.

In the general case, since G¡GX is compact, there is a compact normal subgroup

H of G such that G/H is a Lie group. (See [11, p. 175].) It is easy to see that G\H

has a finite number of components. Also G\He [Z], by Theorem 2.1. Hence, by

the above, G\H= WxL, where L is compact. Let K be the inverse image of L

in G under the canonical epimorphism G -*• G\H. K is a closed normal subgroup

of G, and is compact, because H and L are compact. Moreover,

G\K s (G\H)\(K\H) s W,

so that G/.K is a vector group. Hence K contains every compact subgroup of G.

By a well-known theorem of Iwasawa [Ann. of Math. (2) 50 (1949), 507-558;

p. 509], since K is compact, 9t(Ä^)/3(A^) is totally disconnected.

Now the map G->9i(A_), defined by x-+ix\K, induces a continuous homo-

morphism G\K^-^(K)\^(K), which is trivial since GjK is connected. This means
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that, for x in G, ix\K e%(K). Thus xklx~1 = kkík~l, for some k and all k1 in K.

It follows that k~1x e C(K), the centralizer of K in G; therefore G = KC(K)(13).

By restriction, the continuous epimorphism G ->- H7 gives rise to a continuous

homomorphism /: C(K) -*■ W. Since K is compact, / is a surjective, open, and

closed map. Therefore, fiCiK)]) is a closed, connected subgroup of W, i.e., a

vector subgroup, say W*, and the resulting induced map/* : C(K)¡C(K)1 -> W¡ W*

is a continuous, open epimorphism. Since C(K)¡C(K)X is locally compact and totally

disconnected, any neighborhood of 1 contains a compact, open subgroup. Let S

denote any such subgroup. Now W\ W* is a vector group, so that f*(S) = (1), i.e., the

kernel of/* is open. Since/* is open, we have W¡W*^(C(K)¡C(K)1)¡ Ker/*,

which is discrete. Thus W= W*, so that G = C(K)1K.

Since C(K)X is a closed, connected subgroup of G, and G e [Z], C(JÇjj. £ [Z],

by Corollary 1, Theorem 4.3. Thus C(/Qi = Kx A/, where M is compact (Theorem

4.3). But MçK. Hence G=F/s:. Also, V c\ K=(\). Since FçC(/Q, K and K

commute pointwise.

Lemma 5. If G is an arbitrary group in [Z] then G^L, an open normal subgroup,

andL=Vx K (direct product).

Proof. Let G2 = GIG1. Since G2 e [Z] (by Theorem 2.1), G2 has small invariant

neighborhoods of 1 (Theorem 4.2, (1)). Moreover, since G2 is locally compact and

totally disconnected, any neighborhood U2 of 1 contains a compact, open subgroup

H2. There exists an invariant neighborhood V2 of 1, V2^H2. Hence F2£L2,

where L2 = (~]X2EG2 x2H2x2x. ThusL2 is a compact, open, normal subgroup of G2.

Let L=7T~1(L2), where 7r: G->G2 is the canonical epimorphism. L is an open,

normal subgroup of G, so that L1 = G1. Hence L/L1 = 7r~1(L2)/G1=L2, and L\LX

is compact. By Theorem 2.1, Le [Z], because L is open in G. Then Lemma 4

applies to L, and the proof of Lemma 5 is complete.

Lemma 6. If G e[Z] and V is an open normal vector subgroup of G then V is

central in G.

Proof. Obviously, VZ\Z is a closed subgroup of G\Z, hence is compact. Since

V is open in G, we have KZ/Zs V\V c\Z. Since V is normal, G acts on V by the

adjoint representation. This is a linear representation, and V C\Z=VG is a sub-

space of V. Hence V=VnZ, so that KsZ.

Proof of Theorem 4.4. Let L, V, K be the groups obtained in Lemma 5.

Since L is normal in G, ix\L e 9I(L), for every x in G. Clearly, Z(L)i is a character-

istic(14) subgroup of L, so that the restriction of ix to Z(L)X belongs to 9t(Z(L)1).

As usual, denote Z(G) by Z. Now ZL is an open, normal subgroup of G contain-

ing L. Hence G\ZL is finite. Moreover, ZL centralizes Z(L\, so that G\ZL acts as a

(13) Actually, this fact is proven directly in [2].

(") The notion of characteristic subgroup is defined with reference to topological group

automorphisms.
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(finite) group of automorphisms of the locally compact, connected, abelian group

Z(L)X. Since L= VxK, Z(L)X= VxZ(K)x, so that Z(K)X is the maximum compact

subgroup of Z(L)X. By Lemma 1, Z(L)X=WxZ(K)x, where W and (clearly)

Z(K)X are G/ZZ.-stable, and therefore G-stable.

Obviously, dim K=dim W. Since K is compact and normal in L and W'vs, closed

and central, WK is a closed normal subgroup of L.

Furthermore, L\WK^(L\K)\((WK)\K), and since K is compact, WK\K

~ W/WnK^ W. Thus L\WK% V\W=(\), so that L= WK. Thus L = WxK.

Since W is central in L, the centralizer L* of If in G contains ZL, hence is of

finite index in G. By Theorem 2.1, L* e [Z]. Hence IK is a direct factor of L*, by

Corollary 2, Theorem 3.2. Thus L*=WxH, where H^L*¡W, and K^L/W is an

open, normal subgroup of L*\W. Hence H contains a compact, open, normal

subgroup, which we again denote by K.

We write G = {J?=X x¡L*, where N is the index of L* in G. Since H is a direct

factor of L* and A is normal in //, A is normal in L*. It follows that (~]i'=x x¡Kxrx

= (~)xeGxKx~1. Denote this compact, normal subgroup of G by K*. Now, for

any i, XtKxf1 is a compact subgroup of L*, hence is annihilated by the projection

L* -> W, since H7 is a vector group. Consequently, xlKxf1,^H, so that /£* is an

open subgroup of //.

Let 77 be the canonical epimorphism G^ GjK*. Since W'x.K* is open in L*,

it is open in G. Then tt(Wx K*) is an open vector subgroup, W* say, of G/£*.

It follows from Lemma 6 that W*^Z(G\K*\ since G/£* e [Z]. The last result

means that gwg~xw~x e K*, for all g in G, w in If. On the other hand, since W

is normal in G, gwg^vv-1 e W. Hence gvvg^w"1 e W n K* = (\), so that IK is

central in G. Hence G=L* = IKx //.   Q.E.D.

Corollary 1. //Ce[Z] inen (G')~ is compact.

Proof. It follows from Theorem 4.4 that G' = H', and since H is closed in G,

(G')~ =(//')". Hence we may assume that G = H, i.e., that G contains a compact,

open, normal subgroup K. Then GjK is a discrete group whose center is of finite

index. This implies that (GjK)' is finite [14, p. 186]. The inverse image in G of

(GjK)' is G'K. It follows immediately that (G')~ is compact.

A straightforward application of Corollary 1 to the situation of Theorem 4.4

yields

Corollary 2. If G e[Z] then G=WxH (direct product) where H contains a

compact, open, normal subgroup K and H¡K is abelian.

We now prove the following approximation theorem.

Theorem 4.5. IfGe [Z] then G is a projective limit of Lie groups.

Proof. Consider the exact sequence

(\)^GX—>G^G2—>(1).
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As in the proof of Lemma 5 we obtain an open normal subgroup L of G such that

LjLi is compact.

Let U be a neighborhood of 1 in G. Since L is open in G, by taking L n U, if

necessary, we may assume that U is a neighborhood of 1 in both G and L. Since

L/Lj. is compact, there exists a compact, normal subgroup L* ofL such that L* s U

and L/L* is a Lie group [11, p. 175]. Since L is open, LZ is an open subgroup of G,

which is normal, because L is normal and Z is central. Hence G = Uf=1 x{LZ, for

some finite number of points *f of G.

Denote the normal subgroup (~)xeG xL^x'1 of G by L**. A direct calculation,

using the above expression for G as well as the fact that LZ normalizes L*, now

shows that L** = P|f=1 xX^xr1. Since L** is a closed subgroup of L*, it is compact

and contained in U. Now define L* to be XfL+xf1, for i=l,..., N. Since L is

normal in G, L* is the transform of L* by an automorphism of L; thus L* is closed

and normal in L.

Obviously, for each i, iXi induces a topological group isomorphism of L/L* with

L/L*. Hence each L\L% and therefore nf=i WE1*) is a Lie group.

Now consider the map /: L-+ flf-i (£/Lf*) defined by /(/) = (tt\1),.. .,»*(/)),

where 7rf : L —>- L/L% is the canonical epimorphism. Evidently, /isa continuous

homomorphism, with kernel L**, and induces a continuous monomorphism of

L\L** into nf=i (L/L*). Since L/L** is locally compact, this implies, by a well-

known theorem of Cartan, that it is a Lie group. Hence both L¡L** and

iG¡L**)liLIL**) £ G/L are Lie groups, since the latter is a discrete group. It follows

from [2, p. 90] that GIL** is a Lie group. This completes the proof.

We now carry out the analysis announced in the Introduction. The results will be

given in the form of a diagram.

Example I(15).   Let G be the group of all 3 x 3 real matrices of the form

"1    0   0"

m   1   0  ,

_x    n   1.

where m,neZ. It is easily seen that Z(G) = Gx = R. From this it follows immediately

that G £ [Z], but G e [SIN]. Moreover, there is no semidirect product decom-

position of the form G= VxnH. Thus groups in [SIN] do not even satisfy this

weaker structure theorem. This conclusion cannot be drawn from the examples

referred to in the Introduction. Using Theorem 4.2 one sees easily that G £ [FIA]~.

Example II (adapted from [4]). Let G be the discretely topologized weak

direct sum of countably many copies of a finite, simple group K. It is easy to see

that Z(G) = (1), that the conjugacy classes of G are finite, and that G' = G. By

Theorem 4.2, G e [FIA]~.

Example III.   In [13, p. 344] G. D. Mostow gave an example of an analytic

(15) This example was pointed out to us by Professor G. P. Hochschild.
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group which established the distinction between [IN] and [SIN], thus correcting

an error in [19, p. 129].

In the diagram below the symbol [X] -> m(n)[Y] denotes proper inclusion of

[X] in [ Y], the reason for the inclusion being given by m, and the properness given

by n. The appearance of the letter c or d indicates that the relations hold only

in the case of connected or discrete groups, respectively, and £ denotes equality

in the case of connected groups.

> [SIN]

1. Theorem 4.2.

2. Example II.

3. Example I.

4. Theorems 4.2 and 4.3.

5. Theorem 4.4, Corollary 1.

6. Iwasawa's Theorem [7, p. 346], Example III and Theorem 4.2.

7. Neumann's Theorem [14, p. 186] and Theorem 4.2.

8. Example II.

9. Trivial.

5. Applications of the structure theorems. The notational conventions introduced

in §4 are still in force.

Theorem 5.1. Let G be a connected group in [Z]. Then the set of points of G that

lie on one-parameter subgroups is dense in G.

Proof. The result is obvious for vector groups and well known for compact

connected groups [11]; hence, in view of Theorem 4.3, it holds for connected

[Z]-groups.

Corollary. A connected [Z]-group G is divisible(16).

Proof. Since vector groups are divisible, Theorem 4.3 allows one to reduce the

proof to the case where G is compact. If fn : G -> G denotes the map x -> xn for a

fixed (but arbitrary) integer n, then, since fn(G) is clearly compact, it suffices (in

view of Theorem 5.1) to show that/n(G) contains the set of points of G that lie on

one-parameter subgroups. This, in turn, follows easily from the divisibility of R.

(16) We are indebted to the referee for suggesting this corollary.
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Theorem 5.2. IfGe[Z] and V is a normal vector subgroup of G then V is a direct

factor.

Proof. By Theorem 4.4, G=WxH, where H^K. Let 7tw and -nH be the corre-

sponding projections. If g e G write g=Trw(g)7TH(g). It is obvious that VnH

sKer(7rw|v). On the other hand, Ker (ttw|v)£ Vn K=(l). For let ttw(v) = 1.

Then v=trHiv) e tth(V), which is in Hx, since V is connected. But HX = KX, since K

is open in //. Thus V n H=(\).

Now assume g e G, v e V. Then

"wigvg'^-1) = "wfgKfcKfrf'^ffW"1 = 1>

because IK is abelian. Thus gvg~1v~1 belongs to //; on the other hand, it belongs

to V, because V is normal. This proves that V is central. The result now follows

from Corollary 2, Theorem 3.2.

The next theorem is a consequence of Corollary 1 of Theorem 4.4 and an exten-

sion theorem.

Theorem 5.3. Suppose G is a connected [Z]-group and D a discrete normal sub-

group. Let (1) -> D -> G -> //->- (1) be the corresponding group extension. If H' is

dense in H then G is compact.

Proof. Since D is necessarily central, it is a discrete subgroup of the compactly

generated abelian group VxZ(K), where G=VxK according to Theorem 4.3.

Hence, as can be shown by abelian group theory, D is compactly, i.e., finitely,

generated. Thus D is a finitely generated abelian group. If its rank is n^l, the

construction used in the proof of Lemma 3 of §3, with G in the place of G,

yields a continuous homomorphism </<: G->/?". Since faG) is connected, it does

not coincide with Zn, the set of lattice points of Rn. However, faD) = Zn, so that >p

induces a nontrivial continuous homomorphism from H into Tn. Since H' is

dense in H, this is impossible. Thus D is finite. Since He [Z] (by Theorem 2.1),

and //' is dense in H, it follows from Corollary 1 of Theorem 4.4 that His compact;

hence so is G. This completes the proof.

We shall now prove the existence of the periodic subgroup (as defined below) for

groups in [Z].

Definition. (1) If x e G, where G is a topological group, then [x] denotes the

closure of the subgroup of G generated by x. (2) If [x] is compact we say that x

is a periodic element (of G). (3) We denote by P (or PG) the set of periodic elements

ofG.

Theorem 5.4. If G e[Z] then

(1) P is a closed, characteristic subgroup of G containing every compact subgroup;

(2) P consists of those elements x in G which belong to some compact, normal

subgroup ofG;

(3) G ¡P has no periodic elements (except the identity); in fact, G¡P=Wx D,

where D is a discrete, torsion free, abelian group.
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Proof. (1) By Theorem 4.4, G=WxH, where H^K. Let x, y e H. Let

■n : //-> H IK denote the canonical epimorphism. Since [jc], [y] are compact sub-

groups of H, and since HjK is discrete, tt([x]) and tt([j]) are finite groups. There-

fore, tt(x), -rr(y) are elements of finite order. By Theorem 4.2, the conjugacy classes

of elements of groups in [Z] are compact. It follows from this and Theorem 2.1

that H/Kis an FC-group [14, p. 178]. Hence a theorem of B. Neumann [14, p. 184]

shows that Tr(xy)=Tr(x)Tr(y) is of finite order.

Now Tr([xy])^[n(xy)]. In order to verify this, note that -rr((xy)n) e [rr(xy)], for

all integers «, that -n is a continuous map, and that [w(xy)] is closed. It follows that

[xy]^TT~1([Tr(xy)]). Since [t7-(xj>)] is finite (because H/Kis discrete) and since Kis

compact, this implies that [xy] is compact.

Since [x_1] = M, this completes the proof that P is a subgroup of G. Clearly,

P is a characteristic subgroup which contains every compact subgroup of G.

In particular, P2 K, so that P is open in H and therefore closed in G.

(2) It suffices to show that if xeP then x belongs to some compact normal

subgroup Kx of G. As above, xe H and tt(x) has finite order. Since HjK is an

FC-group, it follows from [14, p. 185] that tt(x) belongs to a finite normal subgroup

Kn{x) of H¡K. Then Kx = iT~1(K!tix)) is a compact normal subgroup of H containing

x. Clearly, Kx is normal in G.

(3) It follows from (1) and from Corollary 1, Theorem 4.4 that P2(G')~, so that

G¡P is abelian. Now G/Ps Wx(H/P) and ///P is discrete. Since W is a vector

group, it suffices to show that H¡P has no periodic elements. Since this group is

discrete, we must show that it is torsion free, i.e., that the following statement holds:

(*) "If x e H and if xnix) e P, for some positive integer «(x), then x e P."

This is equivalent to

(**) "If x e H and [xnm] is compact, for some positive integer n(x), then

[x] is compact."

Since [x] is a locally compact abelian group, in order to prove (**) it is

sufficient to prove (**) [i.e., (*)] for any locally compact abelian group H. If H is

such a group then, as was noted by Pontrjagin [17, p. 53, vol. 2], (P, H) = (H)1, where

H denotes the character group of H and (P, H) the annihilator of P in H. Hence

(H/P)^ = (H)1. Since (HjP)^ is connected, HjP is torsion free as can be argued

from the abelian theory [12]. Thus G/P^ W'x D, where D = H\P has the requisite

properties.

Remark. If G is an arbitrary locally compact group, P need not be a sub-

group, even if G is a Lie group with small invariant neighborhoods of 1.

Corollary. The real-valued continuous homomorphisms separate the points of G

if and only if G =WxD.

Proof. For groups of the form WxD this is well known. Conversely, any

such homomorphism annihilates P. Since these functions separate the points of

G,P=(1).
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We now investigate under what conditions P is the maximum compact subgroup

of G, where Ge[Z].

Theorem 5.5. If G e[Z] the following conditions are equivalent:

(1) G has a maximum compact subgroup.

(2) P is compact.

(3) GI(G')' = WxLx D, where L is compact and D is discrete and torsion free,

and W is the vector subgroup of G occurring in the decomposition of G according

to Theorem 4.4.

Proof. Let Q be the maximum compact subgroup ofG; then ß£F, by Theorem

5.4. If x e P then there exists a compact normal subgroup Kx of G containing x

(Theorem 5.4). Then QKX is a compact subgroup of G, hence is contained in Q.

Therefore, P=Q.

Now assume that P is compact. Denote by co the canonical epimorphism

//-> ///(//')". Since (H')~ is compact (by Corollary 1 of Theorem 4.4), it follows

from Theorem 5.4, (2), that FH/(H.r = w(P), so that FH/(in- is compact. Now it

follows from [17, p. 53, Volume 2] that, for any locally compact abelian group

A, PA is compact if and only if (Â)x is open in Â. Hence, if we take A to be ///(//') ",

it follows that (Â)x is divisible (Corollary to Theorem 5.1); furthermore it is open in

Â. Consequently, Â £ (Â)x x (A¡(A)X), and hence A £ (A¡PA) x PA, where A\PA is the

direct product of a vector group and a discrete, torsion free group, by Theorem 5.4.

Since H contains a compact open subgroup, so does ///(//')"; hence H\(H')~

contains no nontrivial vector subgroups. Hence H\(H'Y^PAxD and therefore

G\(G'Y ^WxLxD,as asserted.

Assume that (3) holds and note that then L is the maximum compact subgroup

of G¡(G')~. If t. G -+G¡(G')~ is the canonical epimorphism then r~\L) is

compact. Clearly, it is the maximum compact subgroup of G.

Corollary 1. If G is a compactly generated group in [Z] then P is the maximum

compact subgroup of G. Moreover, G¡P = Wx Zs.

Proof. Since G is compactly generated, so is Gj(G')~, so that G¡(G')~, being a

compactly generated abelian group, satisfies (3) of Theorem 5.5. Thus F is the

maximum compact subgroup of G.

By Theorem 5.4, G/P= WxD. Since G is compactly generated, D is finitely

generated. Hence D^ZS.

Corollary 2. There is a central subgroup Zr of G such that G\Zr is compact

and r = dim W+s.

Proof. Consider the exact sequence

(1) -* Z(H) nP^ Z(H) -»• Z(H)\Z(H) nP-y(l).

Since F is compact, we may replace Z(H)\Z(H) n P by PZ(H)\P. Now PZ(H)\P

is a subgroup of H\P, which (Corollary 1) is isomorphic withZs; hence PZ(H)\P
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is finitely generated. Since Z(H) n P is compact (Corollary 1) it follows immediately

that Z(H) is compactly generated. Consequently, Z(H) =VxLxZt, where L is com-

pact. Clearly, V=(l), because H1 = K1 is compact. Since He [Z], HjZ1 is compact.

Since L^P, the canonical epimorphism co: H -> H/P^Z8 annihilates L. Hence

üj(Z(H)) = cü(Z'), and co induces a continuous epimorphism H\Z(H) -> Zs\<m(Zv).

Since He [Z], this implies that the rank of co(Z() equals s. Since Z( n P=(l), it

follows that cu(Z') £ Z'. Therefore, t = s. Now let Zr be the direct product of a maxi-

mal lattice of W with Z1. The result follows.

One might conjecture that the group extension obtained in Corollary 1 splits.

That this is not the case, even if G is discrete, is shown by the following example(15).

Example. Let Z2 act trivially on Z2, the group of integers modulo 2. If

a = (au a2) and b = (bu b2) are points ofZ2 then the map/: Z2xZ2 -*-Z2 defined by

f(a, b) = afb* (where * denotes coset modulo 2) defines an element of H2(Z2, Z2);

this cohomology class is nonzero, since there are points a, b such that f(a, b)

T^f(b, a), whereas coboundaries of 1-cochains are symmetric in a, b.

Hence if P=Z2 and if G is the discrete group consisting of pairs (p, a), peP,

aeZ2, with multiplication defined by (p, a)(q, b) = (p+q+f(a, b), a + b) then the

extension (1) ->-P->- G->- GjP-+ (1) is not split. On the other hand, P is the

torsion subgroup of G, G is finitely generated, and G e [Z], since Z(G) is of index

4inG.

We note that this situation is markedly different from that of compactly generated

abelian groups.

The remainder of this section will be devoted to the study of the division closure

of subgroups of groups in [Z], a generalization to topological group theory of a

well-known notion of discrete group theory due to P. Alexandroff. To our knowl-

edge, this definition is new ; it can be shown to be equivalent to the usual notion

of division closure in the case of discrete groups(17).

Definition. (1) Let G be a locally compact topological group, Af a (not neces-

sarily closed) subgroup. The division closure of M in G, denoted by (M : G), is

the set of all elements x of G such that there exists a compact neighborhood Ux

of 1 in G and [x] ç UXM. (2) (M : G) is called strongly uniform if there exists

a compact neighborhood U of 1 in G such that [x] £ UM, for all x in (M : G).

(3) M is called division closed if M=(M : G).

Remark. We observe that PG = ((1) : G) and that (M : G) contains M, PG, and

the division closure of M in the sense of discrete groups. If M is compact then

(M : G)=PG.

Theorem 5.6. Let G e[Z] and M be a subgroup of G. Then the following holds:

(1) (M : G) is a closed normal subgroup of G.

(2) (M : G) is division closed.

(I7) If M is a subgroup of G then the division closure of M in G is the set of all elements x

such that some power of x belongs to M.
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(3)(M:G) = ((MF)- : G).
(4) x e (M : G) if and only if there is a closed normal subgroup Qx of G such

that x e Qx and QX/(MP) " is compact.

(5) If M is closed and normal, then (M : G)IM^PGIM. In particular, M is division

closed if and only if G\M has no periodic elements.

Proof. (5) Let x e (M : G). Then [x] £ UXM, where Ux is as above. Hence, if

<f> : G —> G\M is the canonical epimorphism and n is any integer, then fax)n

= faxn) e faUx), a compact neighborhood of 1 in G\M. Thus [fax)] is compact, and

therefore fax) e F0/M. On the other hand, if, for some x in G, [fax)] is compact then,

for every integer n, faxn) e U}, a compact neighborhood of 1 in G\M. Since G is

locally compact, there exists a compact neighborhood Ux of 1 in G such that

faUx)^i U*. Hence x* e UXM, and therefore x e (M : G). Since G\Me[Z], PGIM

is a closed normal subgroup of G\M (Theorem 5.4), so that (M : G) is, in fact, a

closed normal subgroup of G. The remaining assertions of (5) follow.

(1) By Corollary 1, Theorem 4.4, (G')~ is compact. Using this fact one sees im-

mediately from the definitions that (M : G) = ((MG')~ : G). Now (MG')~ is a

closed subgroup of G; it is also normal, because it contains G'. Hence for the

purpose of proving (1) we may assume that M is closed and normal. However,

as was shown in (5), in this case, (M : G) is a closed normal subgroup of G.

(2) As in the proof of (1), we may assume that M is closed and normal. Let

x e (D : G), where D = (M : G), and let </> : G -> G\M be the canonical epimor-

phism. From the fact that D is closed in G (by (1)) and the fact that PGw = faD)

(by (5)) it follows that fax)e(PGm : G\M). Since G\Me[Z], (G\M)\PGm has no

periodic elements (Theorem 5.4) so that, by (5), PGIM equals its division closure,

and fax) ePGIM. Hence xe D.

(3) Since (M : G) is a closed subgroup of G (by (1)) containing M and F, it

contains (MP)~. Since it is also division closed (by (2)) it contains ((MP)~ : G).

(4) Let xe(M : G), i.e., xe((MP)~ : G). By Theorem 5.4, P^(G')~. Hence

(MP)~ is normal in G. If c4: G ->Gj(MP)~ denotes the canonical epimorphism,

then fax) is a periodic element of G¡(MP)~ (by (5)). Hence, by Theorem 5.4, (2),

fax) eKx, where Kx is a compact normal subgroup of Gj(MP)'. Then Qx = <p' 1(KX)

satisfies the required conditions. The converse is easy to prove.

Corollary 1. If G is a nontrivial group in [Z] then there is a closed normal

subgroup M of G such that FG/M^(1).

Proof. Suppose FG/M = (1), for every closed normal subgroup M of G. Then,

by Theorem 5.6, (5), every such M is division closed. Hence, in particular, F=(l),

and G=Vx D, where D is a torsion free, discrete, abelian group (Theorem 5.4).

If dim V>0, let M be the direct product of the set of lattice points of V with D.

Clearly, (M : G) = G. Therefore, V=(\) and G= D. Now, for each positive integer

n, the subgroup nD has the property that D\nD is of finite order. Hence (nD : D)

= D, so that nD = D, and D is divisible. As a divisible, torsion free, abelian group,
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D is a weak direct sum of groups of rational numbers. Taking the quotient of this

modulo the corresponding weak direct sum of integers, we get a contradiction

to the condition PG/aí = 0)> unless D = (i).

Corollary 2. Let G e[Z] and M be a closed normal subgroup of G. Then

(M : G) is strongly uniform if and only if G\M has a maximum compact subgroup.

Proof. If (M : G) is strongly uniform, then there is a compact neighborhood

U of 1 in G such that (M : G)zUM. Hence (M : G)/M is compact. By Theorem

5.6, (5), this equals PGiM, so that, by Theorem 5.5, G/Af has a maximum compact

subgroup. One proves the converse by reversing the above conclusions and using

the fact that G is locally compact.

We conclude §5 with two remarks on the lattice theoretic properties of the

division closure.

Remark 1. It follows from the definitions and from (1), (2) of Theorem 5.6

that the set of division closed subgroups of a group G in [Z] is a complete lattice

in the sense of lattice theory.

Remark 2. If S is an arbitrary subset of G, where G e[Z], define (S : G) to be

(M : G), where M is the subgroup of G generated by S. It then follows from the

above that the operation S —y (S : G) is a closure operation, in the sense of lattice

theory, on the power set of G.
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